
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
PREVENTION PROGRAM



ECPP Overview Video

https://vimeo.com/713017527/af45dc28b1


WHAT IS THE EARLY CHILDHOOD PREVENTION PROGRAM (ECPP)?

The ECPP is The core aim of the ECPP is to

• a child-centered, activity-based 
program

• designed to empower vulnerable 
children, ages 3-6

• crafted to equip children with safety 
tools 

• protect children as they navigate 
potentially dangerous situations in 
their young lives

• prevent young children from 
becoming potential victims of human 
trafficking

• use repetition to help children learn, 
retain, and apply the information 
presented in the program



WHY IS THIS PROGRAM IMPORTANT?

Children need protection.

• One in four human trafficking victims is a child.

• It is estimated that anywhere between 20.9 million and 40.3 million people are held in 
modern-day slavery today, which includes children.

• Children are inherently vulnerable, and research suggests that Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs) are often found to have some link to trafficking in the future.

It is for these reasons, we believe in equipping the next generation with the skills to protect
themselves from these violations and possibilities of exploitation.

Through the practical lessons in this program and with your help, we will be one step closer
to achieving this mission.



WHAT ARE THE ECPP’S GOALS?

The three program goals aim to support children
and facilitators to:

• Identify trusted and tricky people

• Recognize prevention safety tools

• Develop strategies for personal safety actions



HOW LONG IS THE ECPP?

• There are three sessions

• Each session has two parts

• Each part of the session can be 
facilitated between 30 minutes to 
one hour

• This program can be tailored 
according to the needs of the 
facilitators and children 



WHO IS THE INTENDED AUDIENCE FOR THE ECPP?

Participants:

• Children ages 3-6

Facilitators:

• Preschool teachers

• Elementary educators

• Guidance counselors

• Parents and guardians

• Community early childhood 
education leaders



HOW IS THE ECPP STRUCTURED?

• Prepare: Highlights the necessary resources and key terms needed for the facilitator to
accomplish the session

• Introduce: Creates anticipation for the content of the session

• Interact: Engages the children in experiential learning situations and allows time to
process the content of the session

• Inspire: Prompts the children with a call to action through an optional oral or written
response and a partner or group project to activate the session content. An application
activity is included to help reinforce the session’s content on an ongoing basis.



WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT SESSIONS?

Session 01: Trusted and Tricky People

• Part 1 - Steps to Staying Safe
• Part 2 - Safe Circle 

Session 02: Safe and Unsafe Communication

• Part 3 - Strangers: Who is Safe and Unsafe?
• Part 4 - Secrets: What is Safe and Unsafe?

Session 03: Invited and Uninvited Touch

• Part 5 - Safe and Unsafe Touch 
• Part 6 - Safe Body Boundaries



STEPS TO STAYING SAFE STORYBOOK

This storybook tells the journey of
Maria, an adventurous young five year
old who encounters a tricky person
while she is playing at the park.

It introduces several of the concepts
that are covered in the ECPP and is
referenced throughout the program.

To download a free version or purchase 
a hard copy of this storybook, visit: 
A21.org/Storybook.



PART 01 – STEPS TO STAYING SAFE

SESSION 01: TRUSTED AND TRICKY PEOPLE

This session introduces the children to the concept of trusted and tricky people, which
expands on the notion of stranger danger. The purpose of this session is to make sure
children understand that it is not only strangers that can be unsafe. Instead, we discuss the
actions of people we know and do not know.



Session 01, Part 01 Video

https://vimeo.com/713020040/d526a5bfc7


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

SESSION 01: TRUSTED AND TRICKY PEOPLE

Trusted people are safe people who respect others and their boundaries, and will help
protect another person from harm. Tricky and unsafe people can be someone you know, or
a stranger, who can trick you by using lies or telling unsafe secrets. They may make you
uncomfortable, afraid, or even hurt your feelings or your body. A tricky and unsafe person
might make you think you need to keep your feelings inward (to yourself) and not tell
anybody. However, a trusted and safe adult will make you feel comfortable, in order to
share and push your feelings outward, so you can get help.



PART 02 – SAFE CIRCLE

SESSION 01: TRUSTED AND TRICKY PEOPLE

This session introduces an easy visual tool called a
“safe circle.” A safe circle is a safety tool that can help
children remember who are the trusted adults in their
world. It is designed to help keep children safe from
tricky and unsafe people. Each child has a choice of
who to allow into their own safe circle, however,
people in a safe circle should be trusted adults. They
should be someone who is a safe person.



Session 01, Part 02 Video

https://vimeo.com/713017694/95aead9944


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

SESSION 01: TRUSTED AND TRICKY PEOPLE

Trustworthy people are safe people who can be counted on to help protect you, to be
truthful and not lie, keep you safe from harm, and who can be in your safe circle. Tricky and
unsafe people lie or try to control you.



PART 03 – STANGERS: WHO IS SAFE AND UNSAFE

SESSION 02: SAFE AND UNSAFE COMMUNICATION

This session helps children
understand that strangers can
be safe and unsafe, and that
in some situations it is okay to
ask a safe stranger for help.



Session 02, Part 03 Video

https://vimeo.com/713017922/c29686355e


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Unsafe strangers can be dangerous. They may offer you sweets, money, or other rewards to
go somewhere alone with them and somewhere unsafe. It is important to be aware of
unsafe strangers and not to go anywhere with an unfamiliar person who you do not have a
relationship with or is a stranger to you.

Safe strangers might be someone you do not know, but who is there to help you and not
hurt you. A safe stranger would help you in an emergency, like a police officer or doctor.

SESSION 02: SAFE AND UNSAFE COMMUNICATION



PART 04 – SECRETS: WHAT IS SAFE AND UNSAFE?

This session introduces safe and unsafe secrets to expand on how children can communicate
safely, and what to do when someone is trying to make them keep unsafe secrets.

SESSION 02: SAFE AND UNSAFE COMMUNICATION



Session 02, Part 04 Video

https://vimeo.com/713018047/74a4756007


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Safe secrets are considered good secrets that bring happiness to you and everyone
involved, like planning a surprise party for someone you love. Safe secrets should only be
kept for a short time and will eventually be able to be told to others.

Unsafe secrets may be about something that will hurt you or someone else and should not
be kept private. They can make you feel sad, uneasy, uncomfortable or afraid that
something bad will happen.

SESSION 02: SAFE AND UNSAFE COMMUNICATION



PART 05 – SAFE AND UNSAFE TOUCH

SESSION 03: INVITED AND UNINVITED TOUCH

In this session, we introduce
the concept of safe and unsafe
touch to help the children
distinguish between types of
touches. It demonstrates that
they have the right to say no to
someone who is making them
feel uncomfortable and seems
to be unsafe.



Session 03, Part 05 Video

https://vimeo.com/713018204/51ffc5d37a


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Safe touch is invited touch because it is done with
your permission. An invited touch can be a hug or
kiss from someone you love. It is a positive touch that
makes you feel loved, cared for, comfortable, and
secure. Safe touch should not make a person feel
uncomfortable.

Unsafe touch can make a person feel uncomfortable,
scared, or hurt. Uninvited touch happens when
someone is touching you in either a safe or an unsafe
way without your permission. When we teach this to
the children, we also remind them that it should not
be on or near your private parts. We also remind
children that other adults should not touch, see, or
play with your private parts, including your teachers
and all strangers.

SESSION 03: INVITED AND UNINVITED TOUCH



PART 06 – SAFE BODY BOUNDARIES

SESSION 03: INVITED AND UNINVITED TOUCH

In this session we teach
children about safe body
boundaries and how their
body belongs to them.



Session 03, Part 06 Video

https://vimeo.com/713018319/21df22b787


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

When something or someone is entering your personal body boundaries, and you begin to
feel uncomfortable, you have the right to say something to someone in your safe circle.

Personal Body Boundary Safety Rules.

• Rule number one: My body belongs to me!

• Rule number two: Unsafe touch is not okay.

• Rule number three: Unsafe secrets are not okay.

SESSION 03: INVITED AND UNINVITED TOUCH



PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Throughout the program we have added interactive and play based activities to get children
not only thinking, but moving as well. One of the main reasons for doing this is that
experiential learning has been found to increase a student’s ability to retain and apply their
learning.

One of these application activities is called, “Actions to Protect Yourself Against Unsafe
Strangers.” These actions can be acted out by the facilitator, or there is an optional video
that may be played instead. For safety, avoid acting this activity out in pairs with the
children.



Actions to Protect Yourself Against Unsafe Strangers Video

https://vimeo.com/713017257/67f5221bc9


PROGRAM APPENDICES

There are several resources in the appendices that are referenced throughout
the program. You can find a list of “materials needed” at the start of each
session, along with key terms that will be defined in bold font, and spiraled
throughout the program.



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Hotline Coloring Page



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Safe and Unsafe Touch Coloring Page



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Safe Circle Coloring Page



Safe Circle Hand Activity Video

https://vimeo.com/713017322/9ae48b50fb


CONGRATULATIONS!
You have completed the facilitator training for A21’s Early Childhood Prevention Program.
Every time you facilitate the ECPP, we invite you to report your impact by completing this short
survey. Your feedback is very valuable and we look forward to hearing about the impact you
have in the lives of the children you are helping to safeguard with this important information.

A21.org/Survey


